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Text messaging is one of the most important elements in bulk text messaging. It is used by different
operators or networks to send text to different receiver at one time at a low cost. The companies are
coming up with modern, new and varieties of software to facilitate the process mass sms and
improve the communication between the customer and the server.  This is boosting the profit and
making them more and more cost effective. Marketing is helping a great deal in popularizing the
concept of bulk sms and thus the speed is also getting increased. The various kinds of sms
softwares are web based application, desktop application, email application and application
programming interface.

Desktop application is one of the easiest ways to receive or send text message from Windows. A
message can be sent from the desktop by connecting to the internet directly to the receiverâ€™s mobile
phone. This application helps to avoid logging into the account every time a text message is needed
to be sent. Once the text messaging provider has been selected then only can web application or
desktop application or email based application can be selected. Through the text messaging
gateway, a text message is delivered to several carriers having different communication protocol.
Sms getaway is a network facility which is used to receive or send text. It simplifies the process of
communication via sms and is used by sms application developers who in order to send text
message or receive it connects to sms centers of various wireless carriers. During sending of bulk
message many problems are faced and this problem is solved by placing a sms gateway in between
two sms centres. These sms gateway receive the message from the software application and
translates it to the protocol of receiverâ€™s carrier.

API as known as application programming interface is used by various components of software to
interact with each other. An API includes data structures, variables, object classes, etc. It can be
language independent or language dependent. There are ranges of APIs that make the business
applications sms enable and are cost effective. The APIs can be easily integrated, connected easily
to a sms gateway, can provide delivery tracking to handset, web push for real time delivery of
inbound sms, etc.

Thorough this bulk sms software, messages of varied content can be sent to different numbers. It is
more cost effective; more software is being found daily to increase the rate of bulk sms. They help
the companies to reach out to the customers on a large scale basis. Bulk sms helps in the
interaction with the customers and the prospects. It helps to approach the target market even more
by delivery reports, low cost, maximum reach, automatic response, notifications, a contact list,
import of contact list from excel files, etc.

There are various softwares in the market, all aiming to make it easy for the customer to interact
with the server. Such softwares offer various kinds of message sending techniques and once the
software is downloaded, it becomes a stand alone application.
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The article tells about the features and usage of Bulk SMS Software, a titlesend sms from computer
send sms from computer, SMS and a titleonline text online text.
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